
Points to Consider before Your  

Leisure Sail 
 

 

 

There are three main risks to consider and the more we can do to minimise these 

and try to avoid those occurrences the better. 

1. Ability to return to your Start Point 

2. Avoiding risk of Head Injury 

3. Avoiding risk of Entrapment 

1) Ability to return to your Start Point  

Plan. 

● Sail with a friend(s), ideally one capable of towing you home. Agree on a plan 

& communications. Stay together. 

● Sailing the middle of the day if possible so that there is more day light 

remaining. 

● Tell somebody you are going out, where you are going and when you hope to 

return. Have them monitor the conditions and set to raise the alarm if 

necessary. 

● Check out & check in procedure, call Marine Operations Centre VHF Ch 12 or 

Tel 686628. 

Conditions. 

● Consider the direction of the wind and current so that you might be able to 

get back after a breakage. 

● Check the forecast and real time data too. The late spring can produce very 

changeable weather, as any time can. Stay well within your ability and 

physical limits.  

● Heading upwind of your starting point enables the possibility of drifting home 

when there is no tide. 

● You should consider not going out onto open water in an offshore breeze. 

Equipment. 

● Carry a tow line.  

● Take a paddle. 

● Comms: Carry a whistle (easy in the front of your BA/PFD), phone (good 

waterproof cases are commonplace now), VHF if you have one. Have the 

phone numbers of key people you might need to call put into the phone on 

speed dial so you can rapidly call if needed. 

● Visibility: Wear a bright top (red, orange, yellow, bright blue) as they are 

more easily spotted if you are parted from your craft or drifting on a turtled 

hull.  



● Consider the need for a smoke flare or EPIRB. 

 

 

Maintain your boat.  

● Check it over to ensure everything is working well and that nothing is about 

to break.  

● Carry a 1m length of 3mm dyneema or similar, you could fix a load of issues 

with it!  

● Carry a multi tool. 

Boat checklist. 

● Check the knots on the traveller ends, main halyard bobble, mainsheet ends. 

● Check the clevis pin on the mainsheet block. 

● Check for any toe strap wear and replace at the first sign (they are relatively 

inexpensive). 

- Rope wear, where they are cleated (main halyard, kicker....). 

● Tape the tiller extension fitting on around the tiller (they can pop off). 

● Check the tiller extension UJ (they break eventually but you can see them 

deteriorating first). 

● Remember to tie/clip the dagger board to the boat. 

Avoid breakages; 

 

● Train yourself to hold the mainsheet and drop the tiller extension if you fall 

overboard. 

● Try to avoid any standing up that risks you falling onto it. 

● Do not use the tiller to assist rear entry, when climbing in at the transom. 

Self-Recovery. 

● Be confident of your ability to self-recover. 

● Righting Lines can provide an easier hold than the gunwhales and are closer 

to reach for those with shorter arms.  

2) Avoiding Risk of Head Injury  

● Consider the merits of a helmet.  

● Stay Alert: Inadvertent crash gybes are a big danger. Be aware when you are 

gybing and control the gybes by throwing the boom over with the mainsheet 

avoiding that moment of uncertainty. Be sure to duck as the boom comes 

across.  

3) Avoiding Risk of Entrapment  

 



● Mainsheet: Don't have one longer than you need. Keep it tidy. Avoid it 

tangling around your feet and undo tangles as they happen. 

● Toe Strap: Avoid sliding your legs under the toe strap if you are sitting in the 

cockpit, like down a run. 

 

 


